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Asylum.  There are another four Sir Knights present only.  All these Sir Knights 

belong to the same Commandery “A”; therefore, there is a total of five Sir Knights 

only belonging to same Commandery “A”.  The Commandery “A” then WILL NOT 

be able to open and/or contact any business etc. 

 

Another night the Commander of Commandery “A” or one of the Dias Officers gets 

into the Asylum.  There are another eight Sir Knights present.  However, this time 

four of these Sir Knights belong to the same Commandery “A” and the other four 

belong to Commandery “B”; therefore, there is a total of nine Sir Knights.  Five of 

them belong to the same Commandery “A” and four who belong to the same 

Commandery “B”.  The Commandery “A” then can open and contact business. 

 

For a bit further explanation I have also provided a little table to further explain the 

new resolution: (assuming one of the members in “A” is a Dias Officer) 

 

Commandery “A” has 

# of members present 

Commandery “B” has # of 

members present in 

Commandery “A” 

Can Commandery “A” 

do business? 

1 8 or more NO 

2 7 or  more NO 

3 6 or more NO 

4 5 or more NO 

5 Must have 4 or more YES 

6 Must have 3  or more YES 

7 Must have 2 or more YES 

8 Must have 1 or more YES 

9 n/a YES 

 

Again as a final note, this resolution HAS NOT BEEN ADOPTED YET by the 

Grand Commadnery of Maryland; therefore, you will still need nine members of your 

Commandery to open and do business.  Any deviation to this rule and you are in 

violation to our Constitution. 

 

I hope this has clarified the new resolution that was proposed and voted at the 

Triennial.  Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to 

contact me to further discuss this resolution. 

 

As always, I am at your service and 

 

  In His Service, 

 

Spyros G. Treklas  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings Sir Knights! 

 

First and foremost I hope you and your families are in the  best of health.   

Second,  it appears that there is a confusion on visitations.  If a Grand Commandery 

Officer has visited your Commandery, he is there as my Official Representative.  

That means he should be treated and received according to his rank as my 

representative for the meeting.  Please keep this in mind, as there was an instance 

that a Grand Officer appeared in a Commandery meeting and he was not given the 

proper respect and attention. 

 

Also,  it has come to my attention that there is a confusion about the introduction of 

the new resolution of five men quorum.  Let me try to share more light on the 

matter. 

 

First and foremost this resolution HAS NOT been adopted yet by our Grand 

Commandery.  This resolution is up for a vote on the floor at our semi-Annual 

meeting in May, unless we call for a special meeting prior to the semi-Annual and 

discuss it further. 

 

Furthermore, this resolution does not permit the Commandery to open with less 

than nine Sir Knights.  We either adopt or reject this resolution, the Commandery 

WILL STILL NEED NINE Sir Knights to open. 

 

Let me explain this to you with an example: 

 

Currently, the Commander of Commandery “A” or one of the Dias Officers gets 

into the Asylum.  There are another eight Sir Knights present.  All eight Sir 

Knights belong to the same Commandery “A”; therefore, there is a total of nine Sir 

Knights belonging to same Commandery “A”.  The Commandery “A” then can 

open and contact business, perform degrees etc.  If the total number of Sir Knights 

present belonging to the same Commandery “A” is less than nine, then the 

Commandery cannot open or do any business. 

 

Now let assume that we have voted and accepted this new resolution. 

 

The Commander of Commandery “A” or one of the Dias Officers gets into the 
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